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PREFACE
During June/July 1984, the NASA CV-990 Airborne Laboratory was utilized in a mission to
overfly the Fram Strait/East Greenland Sea marginal ice zone (MIZ) during the main summer
marginal ice zone exp:ritnent (MIZEX'84). The eight data flights were coordinated where possible
with overpasses of the Nimbus-7 satellite, and with measurement of sea ice, open ocean, and at-
mospheric properties at the surface. The surface research teams were based on seven research
vessels, some with hellcoptors: M/V Kvitbjorn, WV Polarqueen, M/S Hankon Mosby, and M/S
H.U. Sverdrup, all from Norway, F/S r ,olarstern form the Federal Republic of Germany, and the
USNS Lynch from the USA. There were also coordinated flights with the NRL P3, NOAA P3,
Canadian CV580, and the French B-17 during the overlap portions of their respective missions.
Analysis of the real-time data acquired during the mission and uncalibrated data stored on tape
has served to indicate the mission was over 90 076 successful.
The purpose of these flights was to obtain data to understand better the physical ocean/iceiat-
mosphere interactions occuring in the marginal ice'ione (MIZ) and to improve the algorithm for
obtaining sea ice concentration and age from microwave data especially in the melt season. To this
end, the aircraft was equipped with both imaging avid fixed-beam, dual-polarized passive
microwave radiometers operating at wavelengths ranging from 0.3 to 1.7 cm. Also on board were
a chirped-pulse radar from UK operating at 13 GHz, metric cameras, and an infrared radiometer
operating at 10.7 micrometers.
Foilowing a general discussion of the operational plan and on-board instrumentation, each flight is
described by a summary report, a flight log of aircraft position once a minute and all automatical-
ly entered flight comments made by visual observers and on-board investigators, plots of the air-
craft tracks, and where available, preliminary microwave mosaics prepared on-board the CV-990
during the flights.
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1. Background
This expedition of the NASA CV-990 airborne laboratory was carried out in accordance with the
science plan for a summer marginal ice zone experiment in the Fram Strait/Greenland Sea
(MIZEX '84) (Johannessen et al. 1983). Specifically, the objectives of this mission were: 1) to ac-
quire mesoscale mosaics of multispectral microwave radiomefric data from airborne imaging and
fixed-beam instruments in the range 10.7 -92 GHz over a drifting 200 Km square array during
MIZEX '84 in such d way as to permit analysis of the data in terms of time-aequential maps of
sea ice concentration, age, and surface temperature over the sea ice and near-surface winds over
the open ocean within the array, 2) to distribute these flights over variations ,
 in the surface
temperature below and at the melting point for the purpose of a detailed study of the problem of
observed inaccuracies in sea ice concentrations from SMMR in the MIZ near that point, 3) to
coordinate these flights with in-situ sea ice and oc.anic data obtained by the international par-
ticipants in MIZEX '84 on board the seven research vessels taking part in this experiment and with
the Nimbus-7 SMMR overpasses, and 4) to coordinate the acquisition of the microwave mesoscale
mosaics with that of high-resolution multispectral radar mosaics acquired by the NOAA P-3, the
CCRS (Canadian Centre for Resmote Sensing) Convair 580 and the CNES (French Space Agency)
B-17 aircraft, and also the passive microwave data obtained with the USN/NRL P-3.
2. General Flight Plan
The original flight plan called for departure of the CV-990 from Ames Research Center on June 7
to permit obtaining the first MIZEX mosaic on June 8, 1984, in coordination with the SMMR
overpass on that day. This plan had to be modified because of problems discovered with the land-
ing gear at an intermediate stop (Malstrom AFB) on June 7. As a result, the CV-990 returned to
Ames for emergency overnight repairs, and the mission began instead on June 8. In the middle of
the schedule, another aircraft malfunction—loss of part of one of the spoilers on a wing during
landing—caused an unscheduled down-time of six days and a subsequent compression of the re-
maining flight schedule. In spite of these difficulties, all of the scheduled eight data (see Table 1.)
flights over the MIZEX area were successfully executed.
In order to facilitate coordination between the CV-990 and other aircraft involved in MIZEX '84
at the same time, a number of different flight patterns were designed before the mission, included
in the Operations Plan, and labeled 'A l through 'F' (see Figure 1.). These plans were actually
followed, with only an occasional minor modification. In the description of the individual flights
to follow, the actual aircraft flight lines are shown in both an overall scale from base to base and
in detail over the MIZEX test area. The navigational data acquired by the Airborne Digital Data
Acquisition System (ADDAS), sampled once a minute, are shown for each flight along with all of
the comments of the ice observers, mission managers, mission scientist, and instrument scientists
that were logged into the ADDAS. A list of participants on this miss ion appea.s in Table 2. Final-
ly, grey-scale renditions of the mosaics of the 19.35 GHz radiomt'1c imager (ESMR) data acquired
during each of the flight over the MIZEX areas are presented. Because of the practical limitation
of the grey scale to ten steps, the radiance interval between steps is 15 K, about three times greater
than the sensitivity of the ESMR.
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The scientific Instrumentation on board (Table 3.) consisted of fixed-beam and scanning
microwave radiometers in the wavelength range of 0.3 to 1.7 cm (92 to IS GHz) from the God-
dard Space Flight Center, a radar r1timeter operating at 14 GHz from the Rutherford-Appleton
Laboratories (RAL) (UK), and from the Ames Research Center, a precision albeto mcdsuring
system, a thermal infrared radiometer, and two cartographic cameras. For the most part, data
from these instruments were acquired by the ADDAS as well as on their own data systems. As can
be seer from the flight tog, there were very few data gaps from any of the Instruments. The most
severe of these occurred on the June 9 Flight when the 92 GHz imager malfunctioned and could
not be corrected during the flight because the cargo area where it was located was crammed with
aircraft gear normally left behind at the base of operations. At thin writing, it is estimated that
better than 90% of the data desired were acquired.
During the course of the expedition, near real-time SMMR images of sea ice concentration and
age were transmitted from Goddard via Telemail to the main base of operations at Tromso, Nor-
way and to the CV-990 base at Evenes. The images were essential for optimization of the Flight
schedules in the field and optimal locations of the flight patterns over the MIZEX test area. Also,
Telemail was utilized to transmit summary reports of each CV-990 flight to Tromso (and God-
dard) as well as for receiving details of recommended flight plan revisions from Tromso. These
summary reports are the primary basis for the Flight summaries presented here.
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Table 1. List of MIZEX 1 84 Flights
P W Date Day# Flight Name
1 6/02 154 ----
2 6105 187 ----
3a 6/07 159 ----
b 6/07 159 ----
4a 6/08 160 Transit
b 6/08 160 Transit
b 6109 161 let Data
6 6/12 164 2nd Data
7 6/18 170 3rd Data
8 6/22 174 4th Data
9 6/24 176	 5th Data
10 6/26 178 6th Data
11 6/28 180 7th Data
12 6/30 182 8th Data
13a 7/01 183 Transit
b 7/01 183 Transit
14 7/02 184 Transit
Bases) Purpose
Ames/Ames Instrument chock-out
Ames/Ames Instrument check-out
Ames/h almstrom Transit (aborted)
Malmstrom/Ames Return for repairs
Ames/Malmstrom Refueling stop
Malmstrom/Thule Temporary base
Thule/Evenes 6-leg N/S mosaic
Evenes/Evenes 6-leg N/S mosaic
Evenes/Evenes Long 4-leg N/S mosaic
Evenes/Evenes 5-leg N/S mosaic,
with low-level pass
over leg 3
Evenes/Evenes 6-leg N/S mosaic,
with half the normal
space between 5 & 6
Evenes/Evenes 6-leg N/S mosaic
Evenes/Evenes Nordostlandet rosette;
MIZEX edge transect
Evenes/Evenes 5-leg E/W mosaic
Evenes/Sondre Refueling stop
Sondre/Malmstr. Overnight rest stop
Malmstrom/Amos Return to home base
u
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Table 2.	 Participants
Function
	
Name	 Organization
Aircraft Cmdr.
Aircraft Cmdr.
Chief Pilot
Chief Pilut
Flight Engineer
Flight Engineev
Navigator
Mission Mgr
Asst Mission Mgr
Aest Mission Mgr
Mission Scientist
Principal Inves.
Ice Observer
AMMR/ESMR/AMMS
AMMR/ESMR/AMMS
AMMR/ESMR/AMMS
AMMS
AMMS
ADDAS
ADDAS
ADDAS
Albedo Expt.
Radar Altimeter
Radar Altimeter
Radar Altimeter
Radar Altimeter
Radar Altimeter
Radar Altimeter
Radar Altimeter
Radar Altimeter
Photography
Flight technician
Instrument tech.
Gnd Cres Superver
Inspector
Ground Crew Chief
Ground Crew
A/C Mechanic
?red J. Drinkwater
Robert C. Innis
James L. Martin
Paul M. S-iabo
Frank P; tcosik
Wallace G. Stahl
Eugene A. Moniz
Donald L. Anderson
John 0. Roller, Jr.
Robert D. Morrie
Per Gloersen
Britt Mollo-Christensen
William J. Campbell
Thomas T. Wilheit
Lewis R. Dod
Richard L. Rutz
Joseph A. Gagliano
Thomas F. Stouffer
Patricia G. Hathoway
Susan D. Brooks
Russell L. Burns
Anne B. Miller
Redvers J. Powell
Andreew R. Birks
W. John Bradford
Charles L. Wrench
Micheal R. Gorman
Hugh D. Griffiths
Jean-Claud Morin
Neil F. MacIntyre
Bernardo G. Ponseggi
Larry Parenti
Glen E. Frenzel
Douglas J. McKinnon
Alfred A. Hill
Steven G. Davis
Larry Kirkland
Michael Lakowski
AmesResearch Center
AmesResearch Center
Ames Research Center
Ames Research Center
Ames Research Center
Ames Research Center
Northrup
Ames Research Center
Ames Research Center
Ames Research Center
Goddard Space Flight Center
Goddard Space Flight Center
USGS/Ice Dynamics Project
Goddard Space Flight Center
Goddard Space Flight Center
Goddard Space Flight Center
Georgia Tech.
Georgia Teeh.
Informatics
Northrup
Informatics
Ames Research Center
Rutherford-Appleton Labs
Rutherford-Appleton Labs
Rutherford-Appleton Labs
Rutherford-Appleton Labs
Scott-Polar Research Inst.
U. College London
ESA
Mullard SSL
Ames Research Center
Ames Research Center
Ames Research Center
Northrup
Northrup
Northrup
Northrup
Northrup
V
Table 3.	 Visiting Observers
Name	 Organizaticn
Robert A. Shuchman GRIM (MIZEX Remote Sensing Co-Chairman)
Sylve Lilegren Norsk Rikskringkastning Centrals (NRC)
Hanserie VoUter NRC (Norwegian National Radio)
Arne Schet NRC
Albert J. Fleig GSFC (Project Scientist -- Nimbus-7)
Robert Majors Norsk Teknisk Naturvitenskapelig Fors-
George W. Rosenberb kningsraad (NTNF)
Lothar Beckel GSA
John Conomos USGS
Edward Joshberger USGS
Duncan Ross NOAH /SAIL /U. Miami
Bengt Benson General, Swedish A!r Force
F. Wickerts Colonel, Swedish Air Force
Even Holt Norsk Tekniske Hoegskole
Kenneth Morey MIT
Charles Luther ONR
Richard Francis GSA
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Table 4.	 Lict of Inatrumonto
Sonoor P.I./Co-I. Charactorictico
EMIR Tom Wilhoit/GSFC Paocivo microwave imager
Tom Dod/GBFC Frequency:	 10.36 011z
Dices Kutz/GBFC FOV:	 1/20 radian
Scan:	 +/- 800
AMIR Tom Wilhoit/GBFC Fixed-beam microwve radiometero
Tom Dad/GBFC Frequencioo:	 18,	 21,	 37 Gllz
Dick Kutz/GSFC FOV:1/7 radian
Look angles: 40°R
Polarization , H & V
Sky Radiometer Tom Wilhoit Fixed-boom micrewvo radiometers
Tom Dod Frequencios: 21 & 37 Gilz
Dick Kutz FOV:1/7 radian
Look angle: ca.	 10 0 from zr,nith
AIMIS Tom Wilhoit/GBFC Passive microwave imager
Joe Gngliano/Goorgia T. Frequency: 02 OHz
FOV; 1/30 radian
Scan:	 +/- 460
Radar Altim. John Powell/RAL Altimeter/Scatteromoter
Frequency:	 13.7 GHz
Albedo Expt. Francisco Valero/ARC Solar Radiometer
Ann Miller/ARC Wavelengths: 0.26-2.6 microno
FOV: hemispherical (up/down)
PRT-6 John Roller/ARC Thermal infrared radiometer
Wavelength: 10.7 micrometers
Nadir-viewing
KS-870's Dino Ponseggi/AFC Cartographic Cameras
5-inch film format
nadir- & 46°H-viewing
it
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3.0 Individual Flight Reports
3.1 Transmit Hight—day I60—Ames to Thule
This flight was one day later than planned due to a landing gear strut problem on the Ojeeraft.
Some sea ice data were obtained over Hudson Bay, Foxe Basin, and part of Baffin Day. Unfor-
tunately, the ADDAS failed at the crucial time for using the data as calibrations for tite GSFC in-
struments. However, excellent conditions for useful albedo measurements were obtained—both
high and low level.
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3.2 Pirst data flight—day 161—Thule to Evenes.
All Instruments were operational except the Georgia Tech 94GHz Imager, which could not be ac-
cessed because of the heavy cargo load for this transit flight.
Pattern 'A' was executed going from west to cast. Polardueen was estimated to Ile between tracks
three & four of the mosaic pattern, about 60 Km from the southern edge. The real-time ESMR
Images Indicated that the Ice was near or above the melt point over the entire MIZEX area.
The decision to fly oil a SMMR•off day was made so as not to Impact the rest of the aircraft
schedule.
Our attempt to acquire the RAL corner reflectors on Lofoten (for calibrating the RAL altimeter)
was foiled by the accumulated error on the INS, and the weak reception on the Loran-C.
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3.3 Second data flight—day 164—Evenes RT
All instruments were operational.
Pattern 'A' was flown rather than the planned pattern. 'E' because of surface reports through
Tromso Indicated warm Ice conditions north of the Polarqueen, and colder conditions to tite East.
Consequently, the pattern was situated so that according to the last reported position of the Polar-
queen, she would be located on the westernmost log of that pattern. (Unfortunately, our best ef-
forts to contact Tromso the morning of the flight were to no avail, since all of the phone lines
there were either busy or remained unanswered up to the time of takeoff.) When we finally con-
tacted the Polarqueen directly on route, the current position she reported was such that she would
have fallen Just outside our mosaic to the west. Luckily, due to a combination of errors, site fell
directly underneath us on the last leg of the mosaic pattern. The pattern was flown from cast to
west, our normal mode of operation.
This time, the ESMR mosaic prepared on board showed that the ice was below freezing in the
southern part of the M1ZEX area, but mostly towards the west rather than towards the east as
had been predicted by Tromso. In this area, the multi ear floes could easily be distinguished on
the ESMR mosaic.
Initial evaluation of the data indicate a very successful mission, indeed, since all of the microwave
equipment on board appeared to be operating properly.
Post-flight comparision with Nimbus-7 SMMR data caused us some momentary regret at not pur-
suing the long-track, four-leg mosaic as originally planned, since there was indeed cold ice
signature shown on the satellite image north of the six-leg pattern that was flown. Indeed, the
warm spot at the north of our pattern also clearly showed up on the SMMR Image. On the other
hand, the varied data that were acquired in an area where more surface information is avallabie
more than compensated for our momentary regrets.
Upon landing, the aircraft suffered damage to her left -wing center spoiler, so was out of commi-
sion until late on Sunday, June 17.
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3.4 Third data flight—Day 170—Evenes RT
All Instruments were operational.
in spite of the fact that our replacement spoiler was delivered late Sunday evening rather than in
the morning as scheduled because SAS bumped that cargo at Oslo in favor of a shipment of
flowers, our stalwart ground crew completed the repairs In time for today's flight.
On the basis of weather predictions from Tromso, we elected to fly Pattern 'E', the four-leg pat-
tern extending about 350 Km north of the ice edge In the hopes of realizing below-freezing condi-
tions over the entire mosaic. Instead, we found freezing conditions in the MIZEX box and near-
melt conditions further northl This was coupled with observations of scattered Ice-clouds over
MIZEX and heavy clouds north of there. If we were to try another Pattern 'E', we should want
to make sure that clear conditions are firmly forecast or observed over the entire area.
Out pattern was situated such that the projected position of the Polarqueen would have been
directly underneath us on the third leg of the pattern; her updated position as of 1500 GMT
received just prior to takeoff placed her between legs 3 & 4.
We were startled to find the sea Ice extending some 110 Km south of the edge as observed on the
first leg; po ,, i' dy we were observing part of an eddy. This information was radioed to the Polar-
queen as we departed the area.
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3.5 Fourth data flight—Day 174—Evenes RT
All instruments were operational.
This flight originally scheduled for day 172 had to be postponed until 22 June because of dif
fieulties with both Goddard and RAL gear.
Pattern '13 1
 was flown, with the low-level leg flown at 500' along the 6 0 20' E meridian to coin-
cide with intensive surface measurements and the NOAA P-3 transect along that line (tile so-called
Onstott line). The conditions were generally warm and cloudy over all of the MIZEX box, accom-
panied by the generally uninteresting radiometric signatures of sea ice near the melting point. As
observed from the aircraft, the cloud deck seemed to hover over just the MIZEX box, being tan-
talizingly clear just to the north and west! Indeed, the SMMR Image of multiyear fraction for this
day indicates a strong MY signature also north and west of the MIZEX box, with the indication
of no MY sea ice within It. It goes without saying that two days earlier, when we were unable to
fly, the MY signature appeared very strongly within the MIZEX area in the SMMR image.
In addition to providing an excellent visual evaluation of ice conditions along the low-level
transect, our choice of Option 'B' permitted obtaining albedo measurements of the solid pack, the
Ice margin, and the open sea with varying wave structure, albeit with a solid overcast. The low-
level transect was extended to about 79 0 30'N. The visual observations confirmed the presence of
fresh showfall over the entire area. Meltponds, although comprising less than 1% of the entire
area, were observed to contain water.
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3.6 Fifth data flight—Day 176—Evenes RT
All Instruments were operational; the main data recording system (ADDAS) had some momentary
malfunctions.
A slightly modified pattern 'A'was flown from west to east with the first five legs spaced the
usual 10 not apart but the fifth and sixth spaced only S nm apart. The sixth leg waa also along the
V 10' E meridian to coincide with the estimated position of the now-famous Onstott Line
overflown on day 174. This was designed to permit the passive microwave side-lookers to acquire
data along that line on leg S, and the altimeter on leg 6. Upon our approach, we were informed
by the Polarstern that the drift had been 10' further west than the prediction upon which we had
based our pattern. Fortunately, that simply meant that the altimeter & side-looking radiometers
had exchanged favorable legs. For that flight, our two inertial navigation systems and the Loran-C
were all In agreement to within 0.2 nm; none of them had been updated since departure from
Evenest
Our approach to Leg I was actually straight-line from 78 0 38.2' N, 2 0 26.8'E. This permitted us a
spectacular passive microwave image of the eastern edge of the Greenland MIZ. Unfortunately,
the entire area was solidly cloud-covered, so photography was precluded. About 100 Km south of
the east/west ice edge, an Ice streamer, about 25 Km in extent, was observed to meander mostly
due cast and then south. This streamer was observed on both legs I and 2. The MIZEX area itself
appeared rather compact, with relatively few open leads of less than I Km in with in evidence.
Tile pack signature was monotonously that of moist sea ice, and so the floe structure was in-
distinguishable. The Ice edge in the MIZEX area was quite compact, but with an astonishingly
regular sine-wave pattern with a wavelength of about 28 Km. About 2 -%2 oscillations were ob-
served. A solitary thin ice band, ca. I Km wide, was observed running east/west about 30 Km
south of the edge across legs S & 6.
Leg 6 was extended to 78* 40'N in order to get some good wind/wave data. The visual estimation
of wind further south was about 20 m/s, judging from the whitecaps. Unfortunately, we had
eliminated both passes over Bjornoye to maximize time over MIZEX, so we shall have to rely on
WX charts for our wind comparisons.
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3.7 Sixth Data Flight—Day 178—Evenes RT
Aside from the annoying ADDAS dropouts which have now become commonplace, all in-
struments were operational. The data system dropouts have not as yet resulted In any significant
loss of data.
Plan 'A' was flown from west to east, with the western edge of the mosaic image right along the
Greenwich meridian, i.e. the flight track was along a line displaced 5 am cast of that meridian. It
had been our prior custom to approach the MIZEX area along a straight line which becomes the
first leg of the mosaic, and to start that straight-line approach at about 77 0
 35'N. Because of the
most interesting circumstances elaborated upon below, we extended the first four legs southward
at least 120 Km beyond the MIZEX ice edge, but at the expense of coverage in the northeastern
part of the MIZEX box on legs 5 & 6. As it happens, this was no real sacrifice, since the sea ice
was apparently at the melt point in that area.
While there were some radiometrically interesting features to the west (see below), this was
definitely the day for ice edge observations) The MIZEX ice! edge was quite compact and follow-
ing its recent east/west sinusoidal undulations in tracts 5 & 6. A distinct change in orientation of
the ice edge occurred in tracks 3 & 4, now running from southwest to northeast at a 45 degree
slant across our tracks, still compact, and still undulating sinusoidally. In tracks 1 & 2, the ice
edge was quite diffuse, and nearly merging with the following feature.
By far the most exciting feature was what gave the appearance of an explosion oil the north/south
ice edge along Greenland which projected some large ice floes (ca. 18 Km in extent) to the east at
a rate of at least 35 Km in two days, since this floe pattern was further west in our prior flight
two days earlier. There were two floes of that size which seemed to leave a trail of less compact
ice behind them. There were about nine floes half of that size leaving similar trails. The shape of
this event (including the less compact ice) is best described in terms of a running dog's head, with
long ears flying overhead. The outline of the throat and chin went east and slightly south from
79° 08'N, 0°E with a well-defined, undulating edge for a distance of about 45 Km (center of
swath 3). The lower jaw was ca. triangularly shaped with a maximum thickness of 8 Km. The
mouth was open about 10 Km and the juncture of the upper & lower jaws was about 12 Km to
the west (western edge of swath three). The upper roof of the mouth extended due east from that
(at a latitude of 79° 19'N) to the nose some 36 Km to the east (eastern edge of swath 4). The nose
was in fact one of the two largest floes described earlier. From there on, the outline of the dog's
head becomes a bit diffuse, but the eyes and ears are all in swath three, extending northwards to
within 18 Km of the compact MIZEX ice edge. A solitary long ice streamer 18 Km In extent was
observed running parallel to the MIZEX edge (slanting at 45 degrees across the swath) at about 18
Km to the south; this appeared to be part of the 'dog' pattern. Some distinguishable multiyear Ice
signatures were observed in the western part of the microwave mosaic, again in complete accord
with the concurrent SMMR image. Comparing with SMMR images in the area on earlier occa-
sions, the multiyear signature observed is believed to be associated with ice just below the freeze
point, since the SMMR multiyear fraction was significantly less than before.
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Figure 20. ESMR mosaic: 6/26
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3.8 Seventh Data Flight—Day 180—Evenes RT
All instruments were operational.
Pattern `D' was Ilown over Nordaustlandet. The left-over time was used to fly a straight-line
transect between 80 0
 20' N, 15* 00' E to west of the estimated position of the Polarstern, 800
20'N, 5° 00'W. We returned on a parallel line 5 nm north of that to the 0° 30.8' meridian and
headed south along one of the tracks flown on Day 178 to a latitude of 79° 30', the predicted
location of the northern edge of the eddy, and then headed east. Because of anticipated strong
headwinds on the return home, we vjero able to execute only a single transect of the large eddy
region observed two days earlier.
Nordaustlandet was about 95 07o cloud-covered, so photographic coverage was quite limited.
Microwave signatures indicated that the upper layer of the ice cap was near the melt point, and so
the signature was monotonous.
The east/west transect over the sea ice was clear, and afforded the opportunity for some excellent
photography of sea ice. The lack of cloud cover also resulted in below-freezing ice temperatures
and the strongest multiyear microwave signatures observed so far on this mission.
We were not so fortunate In our attempts to obtain microwave imagery of the large eddy, since It
had drifted southwards and outside of the preselected imager swath. it was easily observed visibly,
however, with about the same eastward extent as before. Hopefully, the 45° metric camera also
captured an image of it to permit more precise placement on subsequent analysis.
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3.9131&h Data Flight—Day 182—Evenes RT
A!! instruments were operational. The weather was exceptionally clear, permitting excellent
photographic coverage.
The original flight plan consisted of five 17-minute legs running east/west, starting at the north at
79 0
 29.8'N, 5 ° 57.1 'E, and separated by 10 nm. This was to permit intersection with the predicted
position of the Polarstern as of 2400 Z on 29 June. At the and of the fifth leg, the plan was to
take a bearing of 315 degrees for a transect into heavy multiyear ice, but that had to be aborted in
favor of extending legs one and two to 10 0
 50'W in order to intersect with the actual position of
the Polarstern as she was struggling through heavy Ice at 79 0
 24'N, 10 0 42'W at 0733 GMT.
The 'head of the running dog' eddy encountered four days earlier was no longer recognizable. In-
deed, the Ill-defined edge of the Ice pack was far to the west—at 2 0 W. A rather complicated eddy
structure was present in the MIZ at this point. Location of the major eddy feature was radioed
(by request) to Gin Johannessen onboard the Polarstern.
Multiyear ice signatures were indeed encountered, but not in compact icr This was disappointing
from the point-of-view of radiometry, but certainly not from the standpoint of Ice dynamics.
This was our final data flight with the CV-990. We had hoped also to do a north-south transect of
the East Greenland Sea sea ice on the way to Sondrestromfjord, but this had to be aborted since
our long-standing reservations for overnighting there were suddenly cancelled just yesterday, for
some cause not yet determined. This was particularly disappointing to us, since the last-minute
changes required in today's flight precluded looking at the more compact multiyear ice to the
south.
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Figure 25. ESMR mosaic: 6/29
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3.10 Transit Flight—Day 183—Evenes/Sondrestromfjord/Maistrom AFB
This flight plan afforded only a brief encounter with the Greenland MIZ-10 . 15 minutes worth.
Some ice was observed in Hudson Bay.
•	 During our refueling stop at Sondrestromfjord, we were unable to determine the reason for the
sudden cancellation of our overnight reservations there. The base seemed largely abandoned, with
no large contingents of crews scheduled on the arrivals board. We were left with the uncom-
fortable impression that the base decided not to accomodate us because of the impending July 4
holiday.
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4. Concluding Remarks
This mission is estimated to have been over 90 %
 successful In terms of Infrequent malfunctions of
Instruments, appropriate timing and locations of Flights, and the total time spent over the MIZEX
area. A preliminary review of the data has Indicated that a number of important eddy events may
be followed in a time sequence. While a number of unfortunate circumstances prevented obtaining
seasonal extremes in the sea Ice surface tempratures during our several flights, It is believed that
sufficiently varied data were obtained to aid greatly In improving our knowledge of microwave
radiometric properties near the melt point of sea ice. The MIZEX workshops held so far have in-
dicated that these data acquired onboard the CV-990 Airborne Laboratory form, along with the
data acquired at the surface, onboard the other research aircraft, and from the Nimbus -7 SMMR.
the most comprehensive combination of such data ever obtained in a MIZ during a summer
period. This is true both from the standpoint of Ice dynamics and thermodynamics and from the
point of view of microwave radiative transfer.
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